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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the second-order ordinary differential equation 
Y” =f(x,y,y’), (l-1) 
where f is a continuous real-valued function defined on one of the regions 
R={(~,y,y’):a~~~b,l~I+I~‘/~+~~, a and b finite, 
S = {(x, y, y’) : a < x < +a, I y I + I y’ I < +a>, a finite, 
or 
T = ((x,y,y’) : --oo -c x < +a, ly I + IY’ I -=z +a>- 
For functions f defined on R we will be interested in solving the boundary 
value problem (BVP) 
YC = f(x, Y, Y’), r(a) = % y(b) = 8. (14 
In case f is defined on S, we want to find solutions to the BVP 
Y” =.a% Y, Y’>, y(a) = 01. U-3) 
If f is defined on T then we will investigate the existence of solutions to (1.1). 
Since the special case of Eq. (1.1) when y’ is absent is of some interest, 
we will at times consider the equation 
YU = f(% Y), (14 
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where f is a continuous real-valued function defined on one of the regions 
R, S, or T with they’ variable omitted. 
The BVP (1.2) has b een studied by Bebernes [I], Scorza-Dragoni [2], 
Ehrmann [3], Fountain and Jackson [4], Jackson and Schrader [.5], Lees [6], 
Nagumo [7], and Picard [S]. Each of these authors has given sufficient 
conditions which assure that BVP (1.2) has a solution. In particular, 
Bebernes [I] is responsible for Theorem 2.2, while Fountain and Jackson [4] 
and Nagumo [ 7j have each proved theorems similar to Theorem 3.1-but 
using stronger hypotheses on f. Lees [6] has shown that BVP (1.2) is always 
solvable provided f is a nondecreasing function of y for each fixed x and y’, 
and f satisfies a uniform Lipschitz condition with respect to y’. 
Wong [9] has considered a special case of BVP (1.3) while Belova [IO] 
has worked with both BVP (1.3) and with (1.1) for f defined on T. Some 
of the results in Sections 4 and 5 of this paper are generalizations of results 
in the latter work. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
As indicated in the introduction it will always be assumed that f in Eq. (1.1) 
or (1.4) is continuous. At various times one or more of the following conditions 
will be assumed. 
(As) f satisfies a Nagumo condition on the set E = {(x, y) : a < x < b, 
4(x) < y < #(x)} where 4, # E C[a, b], that is, there is a positive continuous 
function h such that 
If@, Y, r’>l G h(l Y’ I> 
for all (x, y) E E and I y’ I < SCO where 
with 
h = mall 95(b) - $(a)l/@ - a>, I @I - +(a)l/(b - 41. 
(A,) f is a nondecreasing function of y for each fixed x and y’ in the 
domain off. 
(A,) f satisfies a Lipschitz condition with respect to y’ on each fixed 
compact subset of the domain off. 
For I an interval, I0 the interior of 1, a function + E Cz(lO) n C(I) will be 
called a lower solution of (1.1) on I in case 4” > f(x, #, 4’) on IO. Similarly, 
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$ E Ca(/O) n C(I) will b e called an upper solution of (1 .l) on I in case 
*” <f(x, *, 4’) on IO. 
The theory of sub- and superfunctions, as developed by Fountain and 
Jackson [4] and Bebernes [I], is used in the work to follow. Those definitions 
and results from the above two papers which will be appealed to are collected 
together here. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A real-valued function s defined on I is said to be a 
subfunction on I in case S(X) < y(x) on [xi , x2] for any [x1 , xz] CI and any 
solution y of (1.1) on [xi , xa] with s(xi) < y(q) and s(xz) Q y(x2). 
DEFINITION 2.2. A real-valued function S defined on I is said to be a 
superfunction on I in case S(X) > y(x) on [xi , x2] for any [xi , x2] C I and any 
solution y of (1.1) on [xi , x2] with S(x,) > y(q) and 8(x,) >, y(x,). 
DEFINITION 2.3. For a function g defined on I and x0 E IO, define 
DTg(x,) = lim sup g(xo + ') - g(xo - ') 
6-10 26 
and 
Do = lim infg(‘O + ‘) - g(‘O - ‘) 
6-O 26 -* 
In what follows, for any theorem stated in terms of subfunctions there 
is a dual theorem for superfunctions. 
THEOREM 2.1. If f satisfies A, and A, , ;f S(X) E C(I) n C1(lO), and if 
D,s’(x) &f(x, s(x), s’(x)) on IO, then s(x) is a subfunction on I. 
THEOREM 2.2. Given the BVP y” = f(x, y, y’), y(a) = 0 = y(b), where f 
is de$ned for (x, y, y’) E R with 
(i) f satisfying A, and A, , 
(ii) 1 f(x, 0,~') - f(x, 0,O)l < K I y’ I for a d x d b and I y’ I < +CO, 
then there exists a unique solution of the BVP of class C2[a, b]. 
3. BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEMS ON [a,b] 
The purpose of this section is to establish sufficient conditions, which, 
when placed on f, guarantee the existence of solutions to BVP (1.2). 
Throughout this section we will assume that f is defined on R. 
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THEOREM 3.1. There exists a solution y of (1.2) which is in (?[a, b] provided 
the following conditions hold: 
(i) There exist +, I/ E Cl[a, b] n C2(a, b) with $ a lower solution and # an 
upper solution for (1.1) on [a, b]. Also, C(x) < #(x) for x E [a, b] and 
+(4 < 01 d +(a), w G B d tCr(@. 
(ii) f satisfies condition A, with respect to the pair 4, $. 
Furthermore, 4(x) < y(x) < I/(X) and 1 y’(x)/ < M on [a, b] where 
Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [.5]. 
THEOREM 3.2. The conclusion of Theorem 3.1 remains valid ;f 
4, * E 0, 4 f-7 C2(a, 4
instead of Cl[a, b] R C2(a, b) in condition (i). 
Proof. Choose K a positive integer large enough so that 
a + l/K < b - l/K. 
Then for each n > K let a, = a + l/n, b, = b - l/n and choose an ol, 
and a /3n satisfying 
9%) < an < 9(4,#4 6 Pn G Wh), a,-+ 01 and ,6,, -+p. 
We will use the notation 
L = maxII (b&J - PM/(h - 4, I W4 - dWl/(~n - 41 
for n > K. 
Consider the sequence of BVP’s 
Y” =fG-% Y, Y’h Y(4 = %I, YW = P?z 9 n 2 K. 
Observe that since h, ---f h it follows that, for ail n sufficiently large, these 
BVP's have solutions ym given by Theorem 3.1 and that d(x) < y,(x) < 9(x) 
and 1 y;(x)1 < II&, on [an , 6,] where 
Moreover, it will be true that M,, + M. 
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The remainder of the proof to show that a subsequence of {y) can be 
chosen which converges to the desired solution is a routine exercise in analysis 
and will be omitted. 
COROLLARY 3.1. There is a solution y of (1.4) satisfring y(a) = LX and 
y(b) = /3 if and only if there exists a pair of functions 4, z,L such that 
(i) #J, I# E C[u, b] n C2(u, b) with q5 a lower solution and **an upper solution 
Jo~ (1.4) on [a, b]. Also, 
and 
C(x) < 444 for x E [u, 4 
THEOREM 3.3. There exists a solution y of (1.2) that is in @[a, b] provided 
the following conditions hold. 
(i) G(y)=sup{f(x,z,w):aGx~b,xdy,lwI<+oo)<+cofw 
all y 
(ii) g(y) = inf{f (x, z, w) : a < x < b, z 2 y, 1 w 1 < +CO} > --CO for 
all y. 
Proof. Under the above assumptions consider the functions 
r+(x) = 2M(b - u)-~ (x - (u + b)/2)2 - M and VW = -d(x), 
where M > 0 is chosen large enough so that M/2 2 max{ol, /3} and 
-M/2 < min{or, /3}. Notice that M/2 < # < M, -M < 4 < -M/2, 
4” = -4M/(b - a)2 and 4” = 4M/(b - u)“. Thus if we choose M large 
enough so that -4M/(b - a)2 < g(0) and 4M/(b - u)” 3 G(0) then 
4” > f(x, 4, 4’) and +’ < f(x, #, #‘). We may now apply Theorem 3.2 with 
h(t) = 1 + sup{lf(x,y, w>l : a < x < b, --M <Y d M I w I < +a>. 
COROLLARY 3.2. There is a solution y of (1.4) with y(u) = a and y(b) = /3 
provided the following conditions hold: 
(i) G(y)=sup{f(x,x):u<x<b,z<y)<+co for all y 
(ii) g(y)=inf{f(x,z):u,<x<b,z>y}>-co for all y. 
THEOREM 3.4. There exists u solution y of (1.4) with y(u) = a and 
y(b) = /? provided the following conditions hold: 
(9 liEf:p (min(f(x, z)/y: a<x<bb,$~<~<yy))>O; 
(ii) l\yj;f (max{f(x, x)/y : a < x < b, -y < z < -Xy}) < 0, 




#(x) = -4M(l - h)(b - a)-” (x - (a + b)/2)2 + M, 
and 4(x) = --C(x) h w ere M > 0 is chosen large enough so that 
AM 3 max{ol, /3} and --hM < min{a, /I}. 
Now we have 
Also, 
q(x) = -8M(l - h)/(b - a)2 and f(x) = 8M(l - A)/@ - a)“. 
Thus, if M is chosen so large that 
min{f(x, x)/M : a < x < b, hM < z < M} > -8(1 - h)/(b - a)2 
and 
max(f(x, z)/M : a < x < b, -M < z < -AM) < 8(1 - h)/(b - u)~, 
and d(x) < I&X) for x E [a, b]. The result now follows from Corollary 3.1. 
4. BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEMS ON [a, co) 
In this section we will be concerned with the existence and properties of 
solutions to BVP (1.3) for (x, y, y’) E S. In addition to the properties A,, , 
A1 and A, which were previously described we will at times assume that f 
satisfies 
(W f(x, y1 , z) -f(x, y2 y 4 2 gW(yl - y2) for y1 2 y2 3 (x9 YI 9 4 E S 
and (x, ys , z) E S where g is a positive continuous function defined for x > a 
such that s,“g(x) dx = +co. 
P2) If(x,rs ~1) -f&y> ~211 G C I %I - ~2 I for (x, y, zr) E S and 
(x, y, z2) E S where C is a fixed positive constant. 
Notice that condition Bi implies condition Ai for i = 1,2. 
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THEOREM 4.1. There is a solution y of BVP (1.3) that is in Ca[u, CO) 
provided the following conditions are ful$lled: 
(i) There exist 4, +b E C[a, co) n C2(a, 00) with 4 a lower solution and # 
an upper so&ion for (1.1) on [a, co). Also, 4(x) < 1,4(x) for x E [a, CO) and 
4(4 d 01 d tw. 
(ii) f satisfies condition A,, with respect to the pair q5, # on each compact 
subintervul of [a, ~0). 
Moreover, this solution satisjes 4(x) < y(x) < #(x) for x E [a, CO). 
Proof. Pick sequences {b,) and {pan> satisfying a < b, for n > 1, 
b, - ~0, and b(b,> < A < W+J. N ow consider the sequence of BVP’s 
YV =f(x,y,y’), Y(U) = % y(bn) = Aa - 
Let yn E C2[u, b,] be the solution given by Theorem 3.2 and observe that 
if M, is chosen so that 
where X, is the value of X from condition A,, for the interval [a, b,J, then 
it follows, just as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [.5], that for m 3 n we 
have 1 yk(x)l < M,, for x E [a, b,J. Using a standard diagonalization process 
we arrive at a subsequence of {y,J which converges uniformly on each 
compact interval [a, b,] and for which the sequence of derivatives converges 
uniformly. The limit of this subsequence is the desired solution. 
COROLLARY 4.1. There is a solution y of (1.4) on [a, co) satisfying 
y(a) = 01 if and only if there exists a pair of functions 4, # such that: 
(i) 4, #E C[u, co) n C2(a, co) with $ a lower solution and + an upper 
solution for (1.4) on [a, co); 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that f satis$es B, and B, ; then if BVP (1.3) has a 
solution y on [a, co), there is no other solution z of (1.3) with ] y(x) - z(x)] 
bounded. 
Proof. Let y and z be two such solutions. Then there exists an x0 3 a 
such that h(x) = y(x) - Z(X) is different from zero at x,, , say h(x,) > 0, 
and h’(x,,) > 0. It follows that h’(x) > 0 for x 3 x,, , for if this were not 
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so then there would be a point x1 > x0 such that h’(xr) = 0 and h’(x) > 0 
for x0 < x < x1 . At such a point x1 we have 
h”(x1) = Y”(4 - X”(Xl) = fkl > Y(4, Y’(%)) -f(% Y 44, Y’W 
3 &l) NXl) > a 
which shows that h’(x) is increasing in a neighborhood of x1 and hence 
h’(x,) could not be zero. We conclude that h’(x) > 0 for x > x,, and thus 
that h(x) > 0 for x > x0 . We then have 
h”(x) = y”(x) - z”(x) = f(x, y, y’) -f(X, z, x’) 
=f(x, y, Y’) -f(x, z, Y’) +f(x, x, Y’) -f(% z, x’) 
> &)(Y - 4 - c I Y’ - x’ I 
= g(x) h(x) - Ch’(x) 
for x > x0 . 
Integrating the inequality h”(x) > g(x) h(x) - C%‘(x) from x0 to x gives 
h’(x) - h’(x,) 2 h(x,) j-z g(x) dx - CL@) - f&,)1. 
“0 
The fact that the right-hand side of this inequality goes to +cc as x + +CO 
violates the boundedness of h(x). 
To see that we cannot omit the condition s,” g(x) dx = +cc and still 
get uniqueness, observe that if the functions 
are bounded, then y(x) and z(x) = 0 are two bounded solutions of the linear 
equation 
Y” = k’W&> - Y(4) Y’ + g(x) Y 
that agree at x = 0. Such functions g(x) are easy to find, for example: 
(1 + xy, (1 + X)F2, (1 + x)-s’*,... . 
THEOREM 4.3. Let f satisfy B, , B, and assume that W(X) = cx + d is 
given satisfying 1 f(x, w, w’)I < Mg(x) where g is the function coming from 
property B, and M is some positive constant. Then for each real number o! 
there is a unique solution y of (1.3) with 1 y(x) - w(x)1 bounded. 
Proof. Let 4(x) = W(X) + K where K = max{M, 01 - W(a)} and let 
d(x) = w(x) + L where L = min(ol - W(a), -M). Then 
f (x, $9 #‘) = f (x, w + K w’) > f (x, co + M, u’) = f (x, w + M, u’) 
-f(x, w, 4 +f(x, w, w’) > Mg(x) +f(x, w, w’) 2 0. 
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Also, 
f(x, 4,$‘) = f(x, w + L, w’) < f@, QJ - M, w’) = f(x, w - M w’) 
-f(? w, 4 +f@, w, w’) < -J@(x) +f(‘% w> w’) < 0. 
Since, in addition, 
I.f(x, Y> Y'>l = If@, y, Y'> -f&T Y> 0) +f(x, y, O)l < c I y' J + If@, y, O)l, 
the result now follows from an application of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. 
If the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3 hold, except that g from condition B, 
is not required to satisfy J‘,” g(z) dx = +co, then we may conclude the 
existence but not the uniqueness of a solution y of (1.3) with 1 y(x) - We 
bounded. 
5. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS ON (-co, +co) 
It will be assumed in this section that f is defined on T and we will 
direct our attention to finding solutions to Eq. (1.1) that are defined for 
-co<x<+co. 
THEOREM 5.1. There exists a solution y of (1.1) which is in C2( - CO, + CO) 
provided the following conditions hold: 
(i) There exist 4, I/ E C2(-CO, +CO) with 4 a lower solution and # an upper 
solution for (1.1) on (-co, +cO). Also, 4(X) < $(x) for --Co < x < fc0. 
(ii) f satti$es condition A,, with respect to the pair 4, $ on each compact 
subinterval of (- 03, + CO). 
Moreover, this solution satisjies 4(x) < y(x) < #(x) for --cg < x < +CO. 
Proof. Pick sequences {a,}, {b,), {a,,} and {/In} satisfying a,, < b, for 
n > 1, a, - -a, h, -+ + ~0, $(a,) < a, < #h>, and 4%) < fin d $(bd. 
Now consider the sequence of BVP’s 
Y” =f(% Y, Y’), Y(%) = %L 3 YW = A - 
Let yn E Ca[u, , b,] be the solution given by Theorem 3.1. The remainder 
of the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1 and will be omitted. 
COROLLARY 5.1. There is a solution y of (1.4) on (-co, +co) if and onZy 
if there exists a pair of functions 4, 4 such that 
(i) 4, 4 E C2( -00, + co) with 4 a lower solution and # an upper solution fm 
(1.4) on (-co, +co). 
(ii) +(x) < #(x) for --oo < x < fc0. 
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THEOREM 5.2. Assume that the following conditions hold: 
(i) f satisjes A, for (x, y, y’) E T and i = 1, 2. 
(ii) There exist I,& 4 E C( -CO, +CD) with #(x) > 0 > d(x) and # is a 
superfunction, 4 is a subfunction for (1.1) on (--CO, fco). 
(iii) For each compact interval I there exists K(I) such that 
If(x, 0, Y’> -f(% 0, WI < ml Y’ I for XEI 
andly’( < +co. 
Then there exists a solution y of Eq. (1.1) with 
$zyx) <y(x) < 4(x) for --oo < x < +a* 
Proof. Consider the sequence of BVP’s 
Y” =f(x,r,y’),y(--n) = Y(4 = 09 n = 1, 2,... . 
It follows from Theorem 2.2 that each of these problems has a solution 
yfi E C2[--n, n]. Since $ is a superfunction, m(x) < #(x) for --It < x < n. 
Similarly, m(x) > 4(x) f or -n < x < n because + is a subfunction. 
We now show that, for each positive integer k, the sequence of derivatives 
of solutions {y;(x)} f or n > k + 1 is uniformly bounded on -k < x < k. 
Two cases are considered: (i) m(x) < 0 and (ii) m(x) > 0. 
(i) Let y,(x,) < 0. If Ki = K(Ik+i) + R where I, = [-k, k] and 
R = max{] f(x, 0, O)] : x E lk+i}, then, by Theorem 2.1, any solution of 
y” = K,y’ with y(x) < 0 and y’(x) > 1 is a subfunction for Eq. (1.1) onG+i . 
For each point (x,, , m(x,,)), with -k < x0 < k and y,(xs) < 0, we will 
construct a solution y of y” = Kiy’ that satisfies y(x) < 0, y’(x) > 1, 
y(x,,) = yJx,,), and y( -k - 1) < cj( -k - 1). For such a solution it follows 
that yA(xJ < y’(xs). Otherwise, since y is a subfunction, yn( -k - 1) would 
be less than 4(--R - 1). 
If 
then 
A = rna.x{KTl exp(K,(k + I)), --4(-k - l)/(exp(--K,k) 
- ew@d--K - l)>)h 
Y(X) = m@d - A ewW14 + A expK4 
is the desired solution and y’(x,J = &A exp(Kix,) < &A exp(K,k), so that 
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for --K < x,, < k and n > K + 1. To obtain a lower bound for yh(x,,) we 
observe that the preceding arguments apply to the function yn( -x) at the 
point x = --x0 . This gives yh(xJ > --K,B exp(K,k) for 4 < x,-, < k 
and 12 3 k + 1 where 
B = ma=(K,-’ exp(K,(K + l)), -$(k + l>/(exp(-@> - exp{--K,@ + 1)))). 
(ii) Let yJx,,) > 0. Th e construction of superfunctions passing through 
(x0, m(x,)) is similar to the construction in (i) and will be omitted. 
Since the sequence of derivatives of solutions {y;} for n >, K + 1 is 
uniformly bounded on 4 < x < K, the remainder of the argument (to 
show that a subsequence can be chosen that converges to a solution) is 
essentially the same as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, and will not be repeated. 
The author wishes to thank the referee for helpful suggestions. 
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